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SNN Background



The Motivation For Spiking Neural Networks

➢ “Neurons that fire together wire together”

➢ “Synaptic Modifications in Cultured Hippocampal Neurons” showed that this idea 

works in the real world

➢ SNNs use this as an “inspiration” for neuron connections
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How SNNs are different than ANNs

➢ SNNs encode data with non-continuous 
spikes 

➢ The value of a spike is either based on 
when/where it occurred,  and/or the group of 
spikes it is a part of (encoding methods talked 
about in future slides)

➢ SNNs commonly use STDP for weight 
adjustment (more on next slide)

➢ Differences come with a set of benefits and 
detriments different from ANNs, and SNNs 
have to take different approaches to data sets 
than ANNs.
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Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity  

➢ ANNs commonly use backpropagation to 

minimize a cost function.

➢ SNNs often use STDP to determine the 

weight deltas after each input.

➢ STPD adjusts weights between layers based 

on the relative firing times of the neurons

➢ Idea that “neurons that fire together wire 

together” used to determine if increasing or 

decreasing weights “Figure 1.3. asymmetric STDP learning window. spike-timing ...” [Online]. Available: 
https://researchgate.net/figure/Asymmetric-STDP-learning-window-Spike-timing-
window-of-STDP-for-the-induction-of_fig3_324705724. [Accessed: 20-Mar-2022]. 



SNN encoding methods

➢ Two different papers we have focused 
on. They solve the same problem, but 
use different encoding methods. 

○ Rate encoding,
○ Temporal encoding

➢ Implementations tend to differ in how 
to determine the rate, or the firing time 
for temporal encoding. “Figure 2. additional examples of spike ... - researchgate.net.” [Online]. Available: 

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Additional-examples-of-spike-latency-tuning-
Each-column-A-C-corresponds-to-data_fig2_227711350. [Accessed: 20-Mar-2022]. 



Rate Encoding

“Metronomes, tempo, Tick, swing - pixabay.” [Online]. Available: 
https://pixabay.com/en/metronomes-tempo-tick-swing-rythm-812679/. [Accessed: 
20-Mar-2022]. 



Temporal Encoding

J. Beaufort, “Stopwatch Free Stock Photo - Public Domain Pictures,” Free Stock Photo -
Public Domain Pictures. [Online]. Available: 
https://www.publicdomainpictures.net/en/view-
image.php?image=224218&picture=stopwatch. [Accessed: 20-Mar-2022]. 



Previous Research



SNNs for image recognition

● Previous papers have applied SNNs to image recognition problems

● STDP-based Spiking Deep Convolutional Neural Networks for Object Recognition

● Unsupervised Learning of Digit Recognition Using Spike-Timing-Dependent 

Plasticity

● There are drastic differences in network structure, encoding, and goals.

[3] “STDP-based spiking deep convolutional neural ... - arxiv.” [Online]. Available: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.01421.pdf. [Accessed: 24-Mar-2022].
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https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fncom.2015.00099/full. [Accessed: 20-Mar-2022].



Unsupervised learning of digit recognition using spike-timing-dependent plasticity 

network structure



Our work



So why use SNNs?

1. SNNs implemented in hardware are very power efficient

2. STDP is also a much less complex operation than backpropagation, so the potential for a low 

power neural network that can support online learning with a simple weight adjustment function 

that is fast could prove useful.

[5] P. U. Diehl and M. Cook, “Unsupervised learning of digit recognition using spike-timing-dependent plasticity,” Frontiers, 01-Jan-1AD. [Online]. Available: 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fncom.2015.00099/full. [Accessed: 20-Mar-2022].



Spiking Neural networks for data prefetching

➢ Utilize SNNs for a task that can take advantage of their strengths 

➢ We want to train the network while running so it can learn complex 

memory access patterns

➢ When implemented in hardware, SNNs are very power efficient 

○ This was with temporal encoding scheme similar to paper 

➢ A lot of runtime could be cut since offsets are quite simple to 

represent
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SNN benefits over previous ML efforts

➢ In our tests SNNs can quickly learn patterns, other prefetchers requires an initialization training 

period of multiple million instructions. 

➢ Voyager trains 50 million instructions while processing the current 50 million. Our 

implementation allows our model to adapt much quicker.

➢ Machine Learning models commonly train offline where as our implementation learns online.

➢ SNNs can learn patterns on the fly. STDP allows for online learning, and adjustable labels

➢ SNNs use simple algorithms for weight adjustment.

[7] “A hierarchical neural model of data prefetching.” [Online]. Available: https://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/lin/papers/asplos21.pdf. [Accessed: 22-Mar-2022]. 



Our implementation

● Based on Peter Diehl’s implementation 

● Had good results and wide attention for many SNN projects

● Makes it easier to start from

● Testing using fork of ChampSim

● Allows for running on traces

● Addresses current SNN  latency issues

[5] P. U. Diehl and M. Cook, “Unsupervised learning of digit recognition using spike-timing-dependent plasticity,” 

Frontiers, 01-Jan-1AD. [Online]. Available: https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fncom.2015.00099/full. [Accessed: 20-Mar-2022]. 



What we are trying to accomplish

➢ Designing our prefetcher to prefetch data offset deltas

➢ Limited number of delta values that can be assigned

○ Delta range -63 → 64 

➢ Model should be able to 

○ Learn on the fly  

○ Handle labeling and relabeling neurons



Processing the inputs

● Taken inspiration from papers such as Best Offset Prefetcher

● Look at the past x amount of data accesses -> predict the next data access

Raises the question of how we encode the inputs?

● SNNs use spikes to encode data

● Several different ways to encode the data with spikes

[9] “A best-offset prefetcher - gatech.edu.” [Online]. Available: http://comparch-conf.gatech.edu/dpc2/resource/dpc2_michaud.pdf. [Accessed: 20-Mar-2022]. 



Our encoding method

➢ Range of values is discrete, never changes 

➢ Data can be encoded as an “image” 

➢ “Pixels” have a “color” value

➢ For each input the row is picked based on which delta we are viewing (1, 2, 3, 4, etc) and 

➢ Column in that row is picked using the delta value. 

➢ The “color” value is constant value

➢ No deltas favored over another 



How we structure our prefetcher

● We separate our networks across program counter and page combinations. This has 

given us our best results. 

● Each combination has its own network (set of weights) and labels for the output 

neurons.

● Labels are applied to the next access in that pc + page

● Labels are removed when their confidence decreases below our minimum threshold 

● Label confidence is increased on usage, and decreased on usage (read and removal 

from our prefetch buffer



Our results



How we tested our code

➢ We have been using a fork of ChampSim to compute the IPC values. This ChampSim fork uses 

precomputed traces for the data prefetches.

➢ ChampSim fork can be found at: https://github.com/Quangmire/ChampSim

➢ Made minor modifications to this to set a starting instruction and an ending instruction instead of 

running an entire trace file.

➢ We used their baseline prefetchers to compare to our IPC values

https://github.com/Quangmire/ChampSim






About our metrics

➢ Not all of the traces provide large amounts of predictions

➢ However we are encouraged by the accuracy in the predictions that it does make

➢ For data sets like CC and SSSP, we are looking for ways that we can increase the 

number of predictions

➢ Still want to retain reasonable prediction accuracy 



Moving Forward 

Paths that we are planning on taking:

➢ Finding a better balance between coverage and accuracy

➢ Reducing the total number of SNNs used (removing pc+page requirement, moving to a single network 

instead of multiple)

➢ More aggressive weight adjustment

➢ Decreasing threshold for neuron to fire

➢ Reduce number of time steps



Thank You! 
Contact

James : u0975161@utah.edu

Ian: u1206789@utah.edu
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